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			A unique platform for all your data feeds


		

	


	
		
			Technis’ platform digitalize physical retail stores and buildings to collect real-time data on foot traffic, customer behavior, energy and environmental quality.


		

	

Book a demo
Ask for a quote










	
		
			Software suite


		

	


	
		
			Unify your real estate data with Technis’ comprehensive platform, simplifying complex and fragmented software solutions


		

	








Lean more
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Collect
Technis collects data from various sensors and sources to provide valuable insights.
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Store
The collected data is securely stored in Technis' cloud-based platform, where it can be easily accessed.
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Format
Technis' software processes the raw data into meaningful insights and visualizations.
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Process
We use advanced algorithms to provide actionable insights from the collected data.
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			Technis Os


		

	






	
		
			Available with 4 apps


		

	




Book a demo
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Technis Flow
Real-time enhanced visitor and customer counting solution in public spaces, with multi-zone counting.
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Technis Energy
Consolidate energy consumption data into a single platform, with real-time monitoring and ESG label automation.
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Technis Comfort
Supervise and maintain a high level of comfort in living and working spaces with our environment monitoring application.
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Technis Behavior
Gain insights on customer behavior, providing KPIs for optimizing space and enhancing customer experience.












	
		
			Our Solutions


		

	


	
		
			Concrete answers to our client’s challenges


		

	


	
		
			Technis offers a versatile data collection and analysis platform that caters to a wide range of industries, to optimize their buildings and spaces for better user experiences, operational efficiency, and informed decision-making.


		

	

Request a Quote




Retail
[image: ]Boost retail profits and customer experience with Technis. Our solutions provide ROI-focused insights to enhance store value, customer satisfaction, and revenue growth.

Mall Center
Point of Sale Network
Corner
Luxury
[image: ]
Real Estate
[image: ]Technis boosts building performance and customer satisfaction, enabling real estate asset managers to make data-driven decisions and cut operating costs.

Real Estate Asset Manager
Investor
Real Estate Promoter
[image: ]
Facility & Office management
[image: ]Technis optimizes building performance, reduces energy costs, and improves occupant experience through real-time data insights for smarter decision-making in facility and office management.

Occupant / Tenant
Business Services
Facility Management
Co-working space
[image: ]
Mobilities
[image: ]Technis optimizes operational efficiency and passenger experience through real-time data insights for the transportation industry, reducing costs, improving safety, and delivering a seamless travel experience.

Station
Airport / Airline
[image: ]
Event
[image: ]Technis optimizes event logistics and attendee experience through real-time data insights for event organizers and venue managers, resulting in a seamless and memorable event experience.

Convention center
Event organizer
Exhibitor
[image: ]
Education
[image: ]Technis optimizes campus operations, student experience, and energy efficiency for educational institutions through real-time data insights, fostering a safe and comfortable environment for academic success.

University / Campus
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			More than 150 clients


		

	


	
		
			Trust Us
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Technis’ solution allows us to optimize space in specific building of our campus and improve visitors experience and security.
- Eric du Pasquier, Facility and Security Manager, EPFL












	
		
			BLOG


		

	


	
		
			Discover the content of our blog


		

	





[image: ]ArticleDNVBs' Omnichannel Success: Enhancing Retail Performance

	
		
			Digital Native Vertical Brands (DNVBs) initially thrived in the online space, but they are increasingly drawn to physical commerce. Opening physic...
Learn More

[image: ]Use caseMuseums & Exhibitions
Museums and exhibitions have become increasingly popular in recent years, with visitors expecting a unique and interactive experience. To meet these expect...
Learn More

[image: ]ArticleThe benefits of people counting and tracking for Corners and Shops-in-Shops

	
		
			As the retail industry becomes more competitive, retailers are constantly looking for ways to improve their stores' performance. One strategy that...
Learn More
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